In this paper is presented an analytical study of the azimuthal phase-mask coronagraph currently envisioned for detecting and characterizing extra-solar planets. Special emphasis is put on the physical and geometrical interpretation of the mathematical development. Two necessary conditions are defined for achieving full extinction in the pupil plane of the coronagraph, stating that the complex amplitude generated by the phase mask should have zero average, on the one hand, and its Fourier coefficients should only be even, on the other hand. Examples of such phase functions are reviewed, including optical vortices, four-quadrant phase masks, and azimuthal cosine phase functions. Hints for building more sophisticated functions are also given. Finally, a simplified expression of light leaks due to mask imperfection is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
With the recent commissioning of ground instruments such as SPHERE [1] or GPI [2] and future space observatories like WFIRST-AFTA [3] , coronagraphy should probably become an efficient tool for characterizing the atmospheres of extra-solar planets in the forthcoming years, especially when operated from space. Coronagraphic instruments are themselves divided into three or four families, one of which being Phase-mask coronagraphs (PMC) whose principle is depicted in Figure 1 . It basically consists in setting transparent phase plates at the telescope focal plane or another optically conjugated plane. Such plates are spreading the optical beam onto a secondary pupil image, where an aperture stop (named Lyot stop) blocks the diffracted starlight. Very deep extinction ratios can then be achieved in the final image plane, revealing the presence of faint planets orbiting around the central star. Historically, the first phase function proposed by Roddier and Roddier was axis symmetric [4] , but could not achieve perfect extinction over the full Lyot stop without apodizing the entrance pupil [5] . Nowadays the most popular phase masks are the Four-quadrant phase mask (FQPM) and vortex phase mask (VPM), whose phase functions only depend on an azimuthal coordinate θ '.
Extensive literature has already been published on their fundamental properties [6] [7] [8] [9] , manufacturing technologies [10] [11] , and experimental and observational achievements [12] [13] . In particular, it has been demonstrated by using pure mathematical analysis [7] [8] [9] [14] [15] that they produce full cancellation of the electric field over the whole surface of the Lyot stop, which is the basic requirement for this type of instruments. In spite of their rigor and clarity, these demonstrations essentially based on Hankel transforms may suffer from a lack of physical or geometrical interpretation. Moreover, they are essentially focused at the FQPM or VPM coronagraphs, though it can be conjectured that they are applicable to other types of azimuthal phase masks. The main goal of this paper is to extend the analysis to other phase masks and to provide engineers with practical requirements for achieving deep extinctions with PMCs. This is realized in two steps: firstly, an alternative mathematical development of complex amplitudes formed into the Lyot stop plane is described in section 2, and allows defining two necessary conditions for an azimuthal phase mask to achieve full extinction. Examples of applications are then given in section 3, including a review of various azimuthal phase functions ( § 3.1), hints for building more sophisticated functions ( § 3.2), and a simplified expression of the light leaks inside Lyot stop due to mask imperfection, suitable to system design and tolerancing ( § 3.3) . A brief conclusion is drawn in section 4. The most laborious mathematical developments are given in an appendix.
MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

Basic hypotheses and coordinate systems
It is assumed in this study that the telescope pupil is illuminated with a monochromatic reference wavefront of wavenumber k = 2π/λ with λ the wavelength of the electromagnetic field. Therefore the conditions of full extinction are only valid for that single wavelength. Moreover the following hypotheses are made:
-The input wavefront is flat (i.e. originating from a point, unresolved source) and does not exhibit phase aberrations.
-It is spatially uniform over a circular pupil with no central obscuration, nor secondary mirror support legs.
-The phase mask is assumed to have infinite width.
-The analytical study is restricted to intensity distributions formed by the phase mask inside the Lyot stop plane. Other important performance metrics attached to the final coronagraph image plane, such as Inner working angles (IWA) or throughput (radial transmission curve of an off-axis planet) are not considered in the present paper.
For the sake of simplicity, the magnification factor between the input pupil and Lyot stop planes is taken equal to unity, and all focusing and collimating optics have an identical focal length denoted F. The employed coordinate systems are indicated in Figure 2 and consist in three reference frames R(OXYZ), R'(O'X'Y'Z) and R"(O"X"Y"Z), where Z is the optical axis of the system: -R is attached to the exit pupil plane of the telescope OXY, with O the pupil centre. Points P in that plane are denoted either by their Cartesian coordinates (x,y) or by their polar coordinates (ρ,θ).
-R' is attached to the telescope image plane O'X'Y' where the phase mask is located and centred at point O' along the optical axis. Points P' in the O'X'Y' plane are denoted by Cartesian coordinates (x',y') or polar coordinates (ρ',θ').
-R" is attached to the Lyot stop plane O"X"Y", with O" the stop centre and points P" are denoted by Cartesian coordinates (x",y") or polar coordinates (ρ",θ").
Fourier optics analytic development
The theoretical frame of this study is restricted to first-order Gaussian optics and Fraunhofer scalar diffraction. In that case, the diffracted complex amplitude at any point M' located in the image plane O'X'Y' is proportional to the Fourier transform of the pupil transmission function, which writes in Cartesian coordinates:
where K is a normalization factor and the pupil transmission function is a circular "pillbox" function of radius R and diameter D defined as:
, and:
From now, we shall not use Cartesian coordinates any longer and express Eq. 1 in polar coordinates:
For a circular pupil the diffracted complex amplitude is axis symmetric and does not depend on θ'. Eq. 2 can thus be rewritten as:
where the function
is defined as: 
where K' is the normalization factor. Since our study is limited to the case of azimuthal phase mask coronagraphs, the phase mask function only depends on the angular coordinate θ'. Inserting Eq. 3b into Eq. 4, changing the integration variable ρ' to ν with 
with function F(a) being defined as:
The geometrical interpretation of the parameter a in Eqs. 6 is illustrated in Figure 3 : at a given point P" of polar coordinates (ρ",θ") in the Lyot stop plane, the complex amplitude 
Inserting Eqs. 7 into 6a gives an expression of the complex amplitude in the Lyot stop plane as function of the original variables (ρ",θ"):
The previous equations are used in the two next sub-sections in order to evaluate the intensity distribution
in the whole Lyot stop plane. They are illustrated geometrically in Figure 4 
Intensity distribution inside pupil image
For all points P" of polar coordinates (ρ",θ") located inside the image of the telescope pupil, the condition , where n is any positive or negative integer. Then the integration bounds in Eq. 9 can be changed from [-θ",-θ"+2π] to [-π,+π], which will be more convenient for the next calculations.
2) Then the complex mask transmission
is also periodic and can be decomposed in Fourier series of coefficients a n , with integer index n spanning from -∞ to +∞. Hence it may be written as:
where by definition:
is the mean value, and:
Following both previous assumptions, and after inverting the continuous and discrete sums, the complex amplitude
may be expressed as function of the coefficients a n :
exp cos cos 1 2 1 , (11) or under a more condensed form:
with functions g n (c) being defined as: 
Noting that the first term in Eq. 14 is null since the function to be integrated between -π/2 and +π/2 is odd, the final expression of ( ) c g n writes as:
That last expression leads us to distinguish the cases when n is either even or odd: Regrouping Eqs. 10a, 12 and 15 and after a few simplifications, the expressions of the complex amplitude into the telescope pupil plane finally are:
when n = 2p is an even integer, and:
when n = 2p+1 is an odd integer. These expressions allow defining two sufficient conditions for an azimuthal phase function ( ) These sufficient conditions call for the following comments:
1. C1 and C2 are necessary but not sufficient conditions, since it cannot be excluded that a given combination of odd coefficients a 2p+1 and functions g 2p+1 (c) produces a null amplitude
2. The necessary condition C1 alone only ensures null diffracted intensity at the Lyot stop centre O", as has been pointed out in Ref. [18] .
3. Starting from a given phase function ( ) θ φ ′ ′ that satisfies C1, it shall be possible to build a family of π/p-
generating full extinction over the whole telescope pupil. This last property will be illustrated by some examples given in section 3.
It may finally be noted that when condition C1 is not respected, the generated intensity inside the Lyot stop is uniform and deduced from Eq. 16a:
This light leak inside Lyot stop is further discussed in section 3.3.
Energy outside the Lyot stop
The case when point P" is located outside of the Lyot stop is a bit less interesting and is only treated here to check consistency with the results of Refs. [8] and [15] . The mathematical development is basically the same as in the previous sub-section, but here the expression of ( ) c g n in Eq. 13 is somewhat more complicated since the integration domain has to be divided into two different sections where either Eq. 8a or 8b shall be introduced into Eq. 6a, depending on the numerical value of the ratio ρ ′ ′ = R c (c ≥ 1 for points P" located inside the telescope pupil and c < 1 otherwise). Using the geometrical interpretation of 
Restricting us to the case when condition C2 is respected, it can be shown that the second term of Eq. 18 is equal to zero, by use of the same mathematical arguments as in the previous sub-section. Moreover, only a VPM of topological charge n = 2p is considered here. Then the Fourier decomposition of the function
reduces to the vortex itself.
Then applying condition C1, combining Eqs. 10c, 12 and 18, noting that cos β ≥ 0 on the considered integration domain and omitting the complex phase term in nθ", the expression of the complex amplitude outside of the telescope pupil simplifies as:
The latter can further be reduced to a polynomial expansion of the term c 2 by use of three successive tricks: 
3) Finally use the recurrence relationships The previous procedure has been applied to a VPM of topological charges m = 2, 4 and 6 for validation purpose. Expressions of the amplitudes
and of their main parameters are compiled in Table 1 . Although obtained in a much less elegant manner, these expressions are rigorously similar to those given into the Appendix B of Ref. [15] . Plots of the amplitudes 
EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS
In this section are firstly recalled some elementary phase masks functions employed in coronagraphy, such as vortex, azimuthal cosine, and regularly segmented functions ( § 3.1). The way those functions can be combined together is briefly discussed in § 3.2. Finally, an empirical formula relating phase mask errors to resultant light leaks inside the Lyot stop is defined in § 3.3.
Elementary phase masks functions
Vortex functions
Nowadays the most popular azimuthal phase function is probably the vortex function that was firstly introduced in the field of coronagraphy by Swartzlander [7] and is also commonly used for particles trapping [19] . It is a very simple linear phase ramp written as:
where m is a positive or negative integer named topological charge. It follows that the Fourier decomposition of the associated complex amplitude
reduces to the sole non-zero coefficient a m = 1. Therefore, vortex complex amplitudes can be considered as the basis for all other amplitude distributions generating extinctions inside the Lyot stop of the coronagraph, as pointed out in Refs. [8] and [15] . Obviously, this statement is not applicable to the ( ) 
generated in the Lyot stop plane. They have been computed using a double Matrix Fourier transform (MFT) algorithm described in Ref. [20] with input pupil sampling of 4096 x 4096 embedded into 8192 x 8192 arrays to prevent aliasing effects. The intensity maps are shown in logarithmic scale for better visualization of the central extinction area. They reveal the clear superiority of vortices of even topological charges (m = 2 and 4) with respect to odd charges (m = 1 and 3) for achieving deep extinction into the telescope pupil area. These results are in agreement with the necessary conditions C1 and C2 of sub-section 2.3, because even phase functions respect both of them, while odd functions respect condition C1 only. It can be noticed however that central extinction tends to improve with increasing vortex charges, thus it might be conjectured that odd charges m = 2p + 1 could also be suitable to coronagraphs for increasing odd vortex charges.
Azimuthal cosine-modulated functions
The azimuthal cosine-modulated (ACM) phase function is already known for possible applications in laser beam shaping and particles manipulation [21] [22] and has recently been proposed for coronagraphic applications [18] [23]. The main difference with respect to vortex or regularly segmented coronagraphs is that they exhibit a single indeterminate point at O' instead of one or several discontinuity lines. Mathematically, the ACM function is defined as:
where k is an integer number named as the function frequency, and z m is the m th zero of the type-J Bessel function J 0 (z). The general properties of the ACM functions are illustrated in Figure 8 . As for vortex case, the histograms in the central column of the figure show the modules of the Fourier coefficients a n when k = 1, 2, 3 and 4. Their expression can be deduced from the case k = 1 by inserting ( ) θ φ ′ ′ into Eq. 10c and using the integral definition of type-J Bessel functions, finally leading to
. Therefore the necessary condition C1 is fulfilled since the coefficient a 0 is always equal to zero, while condition C2 is respected for all even integers k. It can be verified in Figure 8 that the a n coefficients are identical to their theoretical values, and that full extinction inside the Lyot stop is only achieved when k = 2 and 4. As illustrated by their radial and azimuthal profiles shown in Figure 9 , the intensity distributions produced in the Lyot stop plane are no longer axis symmetric, due to the presence of different non null Fourier coefficients. More details about the ACM phase masks will be found in the section 3.2 of Ref. [18] , where they have been compared to the VPM in terms of achievable extinction rate, inner working angle and throughput. It was concluded that despite of slightly degraded performance, ACM functions represent an interesting alternative to the VPM, especially because they may be easier to produce as phase plates or by using deformable mirrors.
Regularly segmented functions
Historically, the first azimuthal phase functions proposed for coronagraphy were regularly segmented functions defined as:
where function Int(z) stands for the integer part of any real number z, and k is an integer equal to half the number of segments. In particular, the phase knife [24] , four-quadrant [6] and eight-octant [25] coronagraphs are obtained when k = 1; 2 and 4 respectively. They are all illustrated in Figure 10 and Figure 11 , together with the less utilized six-sextant (k = 3). Once again, it can be verified that full extinction is only achieved for even k numbers. Here the theoretical expression of the Fourier coefficients a n is not particularly simple, but its compliance with the computed histograms has also been checked.
Composite phase functions
All phase functions presented in the last sub-sections may be considered as basic bricks for building more elaborated functions, also generating full extinction inside the Lyot stop of the coronagraph, such as the composite phase function described in Ref. [26] . The way these functions can be combined for generating central extinctions (i.e. fulfilling condition C1 only) has already been described in Ref. [22] . In particular it was demonstrated that:
a. Central nulls generated by azimuthal phase functions are not affected by axis-symmetric central obscurations. 
-π ≤ θ' < -π/2 and 0 ≤ θ' < +π/2 -π/2 ≤ θ' < 0 and +π/2 ≤ θ' < +π Composite eighth-octant phase function
Light leaks inside Lyot stop
Although the analytical formalism of this study is restricted to the case of an aberration-free telescope, i. 
where the symbol stands for statistical average, and phase errors 
Applying Schwarz's inequality allows obtaining a worst-case estimation of |a 0 |:
where σ is the standard deviation of the phase mask errors assumed to be Gaussian. It must be noted that the pessimistic use of Schwarz's inequality is somewhat counterbalanced by the optimistic assumption of neglecting energy leaks carried by the other Fourier coefficients a n . An approximate expression for the averaged intensity distribution inside the Lyot stop is then:
In Figure 13 are illustrated the effects of random phase errors added to a vortex phase mask of charge m = 2, both on its Fourier coefficients a n and intensity distribution generated in the Lyot stop plane. The plots are shown in logarithmic scale for better enhancing low values. • Resulting from the fourth-power law in relation 27, light leaks are increasing very rapidly with phase errors .
• Assuming necessary extinction ratios of 10 -6 and 10 -10 for observing Jupiter or Earth-like extra-solar planets respectively, phase plates manufacturing requirements should be 7.9 10 -2 and 7.9 10 -3 rad, or λ/79 and λ/793 equivalently (all numbers are in RMS terms).
• Knowing that phase masks employed in coronagraphy usually have small areas (typically 100 mm 2 ), these specifications look difficult but feasible for Jupiter-like extra-solar planets. The case of Earth-like planets still remains very challenging.
At this stage it may also be of interest to evaluate the effects of local, deterministic phase mask errors on the intensity distributions formed in the final image plane of the coronagraph. Since Eq. 27 is no longer relevant, the question is addressed numerically with the help of the numerical model described in § 3. were introduced at random locations into the phase mask plane O'X'Y'. The resulting intensity distribution in the final image plane (referred to the X' and Y' axes, assuming a magnification factor of one between both image planes) are shown in Figure 14-2 . In addition to an expected star leakage on the optical axis, it can be seen that there is a correlation between local errors of the phase mask and residual speckles in the coronagraph image plane, on the one hand, and that the strength of these speckles is inversely proportional to their distance to point O', on the other hand. Such parasitic off-axis images of the star could eventually be mistaken with speckles generated by quasistatic pupil aberrations. The way of disentangling those two different types of static speckles is however beyond the scope of the paper.
CONCLUSION
In this paper was presented an analytical study of the azimuthal phase-mask coronagraph, one of the most promising instrumental concepts envisioned for detecting and characterizing Jupiter or Earth-like extra-solar planets in the near future. Special emphasis was put on the physical and geometrical interpretation of the mathematical development. It allowed defining two necessary conditions for the phase mask to achieve full extinction in the pupil plane of the coronagraph. They state that the complex amplitude generated by the azimuthal phase mask should have zero average, on the one hand, and that its Fourier coefficients should only be even, on the other hand. Examples of such phase functions have been reviewed, including optical vortices, four-quadrant phase mask, and the less utilized azimuthal cosine-modulated functions. Some hints for building more sophisticated functions were given, suggesting that there exist huge varieties of phase functions satisfying to the necessary conditions. Finally, a simplified expression of the light leaks due to mask imperfection and suitable to system design and tolerancing was proposed. It highlights the extreme difficulty of manufacturing phase masks suitable to the detection of Earth-like extra-solar planets.
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APPENDIX. CALCULATION OF FUNCTION F(a)
Let us first make use of the integral expression of the J 1 Bessel function that is:
Inserting Eq. A1 into 6b and permuting the summation signs readily leads to:
where:
The function 
The analytical expressions of F 1 (a) and F 2 (a) are then evaluated separately.
Analytical expression of F 1 (a)
Let us firstly rewrite F 1 (a) as:
with Re[ ] and Im[ ] respectively denoting the real and imaginary parts of a complex number. We shall then make use of the general relationship [16] : 
Changing the variable
readily shows that it is equal to zero, therefore the expression of F 2 (a) reduces to its real part that is, after elementary arithmetic and changing integration bounds:
Then from Ref. [17] , section 4.3.133, the expressions of F 2 (a) are: 
It should be noted that similar expressions can be derived from Ref. [17] , sections 11.4.37 and 11.4.38, but their validity ranges are restricted to 0 < a < 1 and a > 1, respectively for Eqs. A12a and A12b. 
Lyot stop plane 
with H" the projection of P" on segment O"M". At a given angle β the inequality a ≤ 1 refers to an area of infinite length and width 2R (shown in light blue). As β ranges from 0 to 2π those areas intersect at the blue central disk of radius R, which is the geometrical image of the telescope pupil. Similarly, the condition a > 1 applies to points P" located outside of the pupil. 1.E-04
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